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Motivation

• Major cost determinants of LTC
→time spent in dependence
→type of care received: at home and in an institution

• Medical improvements and increased life expectancy over the years
→direct impact on LTC demand through an increasing number of elderly
→potentially indirect impact on the length of the stay in dependence
→differences between male and female

• Management of long-term care 
→are care at home and in an institution complements or substitutes (increasing usage 

of one type of care reduces demand for the other)?
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Our research

• Research objectives
→estimate care durations as a function of the age at entry and path in dependence, the 

gender and further socioeconomic covariates
→evolution of the time spent in dependence
→substitution effect between care received at home and in an institution

• Available data and techniques
→comprehensive longitudinal dataset covering the total dependent population in 

Switzerland over a 20-year period (1995–2015)
→generalized linear regression modeling and bootstrapping
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Frailty levels and types of care
Three frailty levels

 Mild dependence
need of regular assistance with at least two activities of daily 
living or permanent personal supervision

 Moderate dependence
need of regular assistance with at least two activities of daily 
living and, in addition, permanent personal supervision

 Severe dependence
need of regular assistance with all the activities of daily living 
and, in addition, permanent care or personal supervision

Two types of care

 Care at home (ambulatory)
nursing and infrastructure

 Care in an institution (stationary)
nursing, assistance, meals, living space

Care in institutionCare at home

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Death

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Autonomy
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Research questions

Research question 1: How does the time spent in LTC along 
types of care relate to socio-economic factors?

Research question 2: How does the interaction of at-home and 
institutional care influence the duration of LTC?

Research question 3: How have the age at entry and the 
duration of old-age dependence developed over the past years?
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Care in institutionCare at home

Comprehensive longitudinal dataset

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Death

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Autonomy
Longitudinal data records individual paths

• Over 229’000 individuals followed

• Period 1995 to 2015 covering the whole
Switzerland

• Information : Gender, Age, Household, 
Canton, Salary, Nationality
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Variables
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Censoring
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Kaplan-Meier estimate of survival curve
Illustration for select ages
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Descriptive statistics (median duration)

Kaplan-Meier estimates of 
median duration
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Selection of the distribution
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Regression equations
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Overview variables included in models
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Results for regression models (1)
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Results for regression models (2) 
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Effect of selected at home care 
durations on institutional care duration

90% and 95% confidence bounds
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Evolution of the mean age at entry for
male and female between 1995 and 2009

The age at entry in dependence has shifted towards higher ages in line with longevity improvements.
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Median overall care duration

𝑋𝑋2-result: significant
among genders for 
most calendar years

Peto & Peto modification 
of the Gehan-Wilcoxon
test (more weight on 
short duration): quite no 
significant changes for 
the calendar years
from 1995 to 2009

Longevity gains have not significantly affected the duration of LTC
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Evolution of median time in dependence 
significantly differs between men and women

constant duration 
despite longevity improvements

95% confidence bounds
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Males
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Females
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Conclusion
Significant factors: age at entry, gender, linguistic region of residence, acuity state at entry, type 
of household, type of care received and pre-retirement income.

 Women stay on average one year longer in dependence than men.
 Living in a two persons household reduces the duration in dependence.
 An important concern for LTC financing and planning stems from the interaction between at-

home and institutional care:
→ Receiving at-home care prior to institutional care can reduce up to 6 months the care duration 
→ However, after having received at-home care for one year or longer, any further increase will not 
reduce the institutional care duration (non-reducibility of institutional care at some stage) 

 Our study also shows that, over the last 20 years:
→ Age at entry has shifted towards higher ages along with the reported longevity gains 
→ Median time spent in dependence has not changed over the years
→ Nonetheless, we remark significant gender differences in the LTC duration
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